
Hi Sheldon and William:

Thank you both for writing and sharing. I have made progress in understanding what caused the Mars 
Dust Cloud Formation. Here is the update that also appears in today's newsletter. Thank you both for 
your persistence. :0)

Terral

Saturn Update:

Sheldon wrote: 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2015/02/150216-mars-martian-plumes-astronomy-
clouds-maven-mystery/

Terral, is the black star interacting with Mars now ???? 

Then WHY this statement: "NASA says they don't have a clue why it’s happening" ???? 

Terral’s Reply:

New evidence is forcing me to go back to the drawing board in my attempt to understand the Mars 
Dust Cloud evidence in combination with my Project Black Star Investigation. Some of the data above 
appears off or at least incomplete. This is my new finding with this Universe Today Story. Below I 
provide just the key paragraph with emphasis highlighted:

http://www.universetoday.com/119001/nobody-knows-what-these-mysterious-plumes-are-on-mars/ 

Nobody Knows What These Mysterious Plumes are on 
Mars
by TIM REYES on FEBRUARY 17, 2015 
 

The duration of the plumes – March 12th to 23rd, eleven days (after which 
observations of the area ended) and April 6th to 16th – is also a problem for this  
explanation. Auroral arcs on Earth are capable of persisting for hours. The Earth’s  
magnetic field functions like a capacitor storing charged particles from the Sun and 
some of these particles are discharged and produced the auroral oval and arcs. Over  
Mars, there is no equivalent capacitive storage of particles. Auroras over Mars are  
“WYSIWYG” – what you see is what you get – directly from the Sun. Concentrated 
solar high energy streams persisting for this long are unheard of.
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The key here is that the dust plume began on March 12, 2012 and lasted to the 23rd. We know of a very 
important event that took place here on Earth on March 12-13, 2012 characterized as the Magnetopause 
Reversal from my video (link here) at http://terral03.com. Now look at Mars position in the orbit 
diagram for this important date:

March 12, 2012: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gnitnoix1jnfzor/Screenshot%202015-02-19%2011.20.03.png?dl=0 

 

That is right! Your eyes are not playing tricks on you. While I cannot speak to the other Mars Dust 
Storm Events, there appears to be sufficient evidence to begin drawing conclusions on what happened 
with Mars on March 12-19, 2012. First of all, Mars was in opposition to the Sun relative to Earth on 
March 3, 2012 with the nearest encounter coming three days later on March 5, 2012:

http://cseligman.com/text/planets/marsoppositions.htm 

March 12, 2012 is very important for this investigation, because this is exactly one year and one day 
‘after’ the predicted Fukushima Quake Event from March 11, 2011 ‘and’ a week before the predicted 
Guerrero Quake Event from March 20, 2012. This marks the time that the Black Star/Earth and 
Sun/Earth magnetic portal connections are converging in preparation for a crossing event at or about 
the time that Earth passes between the Sun and Black Star. Watch the Earth magnetosphere turn around 
again for almost 28 hours:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/v15h4b2etcn9wl1/iswa_download.gif?dl=0 
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The Black Star location is ‘beyond’ Mars trailing Earth in orbit around the Sun where the red planet is 
being struck by the same subatomic particle flows that turned Earth magnetosphere around from the 
Black Star transitioning at that time from the Leo into the Virgo Constellation. Mars does not have a 
protective magnetosphere like Earth, which means the subatomic particle flows created by portal-to-
portal magnetic portal connection cross firing actually struck the Mars surface to kick up the Dust 
Storm. There is definitely a connection between our Magnetopause Reversal and the Mars Dust Cloud 
phenomenon, as both events kicked off simultaneously on March 12, 2012, when Earth and Mars were 
between the Sun and the area of space between the Leo and Virgo Constellations ‘and’ at the same time 
that both planets were between the Sun and inbound Black Star. Terral 
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